
Long range communication capability and low bit rates with a very low power requirement makes LoRa the perfect choice for 
agricultural applications. Not only for the rural areas, city landscape maintenance may require wast amounts of water and energy.
 
The dream of connecting every “thing” comes true by delelopments in connectivity and control, hence for the irrigation problems, 
observability and control over large areas of eld and city-wide management is now possible and easy-to-realise with the right 
stuff. In Saudi Arabia, tech investments over irrigation is gaining momentum. Reynord has a success story over challenging 
conditions with its role between integrator and platform provider. This document summarises project outline and components of 
this particular application.
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The key element for the solution is RT802 LoRa RTU and its promising capabilities. Device itself is able to handle both LoRa 
communication, sensor data acquision and valve-hydrant control. Device has a capable controller inside with a low power 
consuming design. This enables the integrator to gain control over the whole system with only by implementing simpler JSON 
structured commands at the server (or platform) side.

RT802 LoRa RTU gateway has the option for built-in solar panel regulator and battery charger. This is a great feature where energy 
cabling would be a major headache for the implementor. Device is self sufcient and can also deliver power to external valve or 
sensor up to a generous limit.

RT802 LoRa RTU Terminal
 - Solenoid valve control by relay outputs
 - Pulse input from ultrasonic water meter
 
RT802 A Lora RTU Terminal
 - Analog inputs (4-20 mA) for water pressure gauges

GSQ4 LoRa to GSM Gateway Devices
 - For each yard, for almost 12 km2 area per date 
palm eld

Solar Panels
 - COTS Panels, Polycrystalin
 - 5W 18V for RTUs
 - 10W 18V for Gateways

Valves
 - COTS Flanged solenoid valves up to 10cm ange 
diameter

Ultrasonic Water Meters
 - Pulse outputs for mass water ow 
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RTU802 units are programmed to send JSON formatted packets with exible tag names and structure. GSQ4 gateways are 
set to transparent mode with error checking and retransmission extras. Platform was asked to be ThingSpeak with REST and 
MQTT options. Both was satised, initial device provisioning was simply done by a RESTful API and once device is accepted 
to platform, MQTT mode is used to control the whole system over platform dashboards.

So�ware & Platform Integrat�on


